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An adaptive stochastic model for GPS
observations and its performance in precise
point positioning

J. Z. Zheng1 and F. Guo*2

In this paper, the stochastic characteristics of Global Positioning System (GPS) pseudo-range noise

as influenced by several factors such as receiver type, frequency, and ionosphere environment are

analysed. The results indicate that thenoise level ofGPSobservations is significantly affectedby these

factors. Moreover, the noise level is so mutable that it cannot be generalised and described by a

uniform empirical model. Even for the same satellite, the noise level of observations may fluctuate

sharply in both spatial and temporal resolution. To establish a reasonable stochastic model,

a recursive sliding window method for estimating pseudo-range noise in real time is introduced.

The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by specific computational examples.
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Introduction
It is important to construct both accurate functional and
stochastic models so that reliable GPS positioning
solutions can be developed. A functional model describes
the functional relationship between the observations and
the parameters to be estimated, whereas a stochastic
model reflects statistical characteristics, which cannot be
fully represented by the functional model. This paper
discusses stochastic models of GPS observations, in par-
ticular, how to determine the prior variance–covariance
matrix. Among the popular stochastic models are the
satellite elevation method, the signal-to-noise ratio
method, the least-squares residual errormethod, and real-
time estimation approaches (Wang et al., 2002; Satirapod
and Luansang, 2008). The residual error-based statistical
method depends on the reliability of the prior variance
matrix. If the prior variance matrix is not reasonably
accurate, the residual errors will be redistributed after
adjustment. Hence, this methodmay distort the statistical
information in GPS observations (He, 2002). Both the
GPS satellite elevation functional method and the signal-
to-noise functional method are simple and easy to im-
plement, but the coefficients involved in these two
methods are determined based on an empirical model and
therefore cannot reflect the actual noise level of the GPS
observations. For instance, when the GPS satellite el-
evation or the signal-to-noise ratio is large, the variance of
the pseudo-range and phase observations can be directly
fixed to given values, e.g. 0.3 and 0.003 m, respectively.
The variance ratio between the pseudo-range and phase
observations can also be fixed to given values for

stochastic models (Satirapod and Luansang, 2008;
Tiberius and Kenselaar, 2000). However, such empirical
stochastic models cannot describe the statistical charac-
teristics of GPS observations under all conditions. As a
result, they will degrade the obtainable positioning
accuracy.
The stochastic noise in GPS observations includes

measurement noise and multipath effects. Stochastic
noise is related to many factors such as the type of
receiver, the type of observations, the satellite elevation,
the measurement model, and the specific measurement
environment. Because these factors vary significantly
during the measurement process, it is impossible to
determine a universal prior variance–covariance matrix
in advance. To determine an appropriate stochastic
model for GPS observations, a first step is to analyse the
relationship between the stochastic characteristics of
pseudo-range noise and the factors, which may influence
observation accuracy. Then an adaptive stochastic
model will be proposed to estimate pseudo-range noise
in real time. This model uses a fixed sliding window to
estimate the noise in GPS pseudo-range observations.
In addition, attenuation factors will be introduced to
decrease the contribution of old information and to take
account of temporal variations in pseudo-range noise.
This will result in a stochastic model, which can dyna-
mically reflect time-varying noise in pseudo-range ob-
servations. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
method will be verified numerically using field datasets.

Analysis of the stochastic character-
istics of observation noise
A few case studies are performed to demonstrate that the
pseudo-range noises (and multipath) vary with receiver
types, frequency and observing environment in this
section.
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Pseudo-range noise of different types of
receivers
Pseudo-range noise was investigated by a flight test
[Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) 10–16, 5 August
2005]. Four different types of receivers were set up on
the same plane (TRIMBLE4000SSI, ASHTECH UZ-12,
TPS LEGACY, and TPS EGGDT), hereafter referred to
as RCV1, RCV2, RCV3, and RCV4, respectively. These
receivers were arranged close to each other, with the
longest baseline length being only about 3 m. Hence, it
could be assumed that the observation environment and
measurement mode of these receivers were the same.
The TEQC software (Estey and Meertens, 1999) was
used to calculate the multipath effects of the pseudo-
range noise (P1). Taking P1 as an example, Fig. 1 shows
the pseudo-range noise of the four types of receiver.
Figure 1 shows that the pseudo-range noise is related

to the satellite elevation of the GPS observations. When
the satellite elevation is v20u, its noise curve can be
approximated by a sine or cosine function; when the
satellite elevation angle is greater than 20u, the corre-
lation between satellite elevation and noise level is so
weak that the noise level can be represented as a con-
stant. However, the characteristics of pseudo-range
noise are significantly different for different types of
receivers, especially between RCV2 and RCV4. The root
mean square (RMS) errors of pseudo-range noise for the
four types of receivers were 0.335, 0.731, 0.348, and
0.265 m, respectively. Apparently, if the variance of
pseudo-range observation noise is simply fixed to
(0.3 m)2 or some other given value, the variance of some
observations will be larger than the true variance,

whereas that of others will be smaller. The stochastic
model used therefore fails to reflect properly the actual
distribution of pseudo-range noise.

Pseudo-range noise at different frequencies
Traditional stochastic models for GPS observations
assume no difference in noise generated at different
frequencies, or in other words, the noise levels of GPS
observations at different frequencies are assumed to be
constant. Considering that the accuracy of phase ob-
servations is higher than that of pseudo-range obser-
vations by two or three orders of magnitude and that the
accuracy variation in phase observation noise at differ-
ent frequencies is small, only the stochastic character-
istics of pseudo-range noise at different frequencies are
discussed in this section.
Static observations recorded at the International

GNSS Service (IGS) NKLG tracing station on April 17
2004 were used for the analysis performed in this
research (the receiver type was TRIMBLE 4000SSI).
The TEQC software was first used to calculate the
pseudo-range noise for all satellites at frequencies L1
and L2. The corresponding results were recorded as
MP1 and MP2 and arranged in time sequences, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In these two figures, the hori-
zontal axis represents the UTC, and the vertical axis
represents the satellite number. The distance between
two adjacent scale markers represents 1 m. Similarly, the
relationship between satellite elevation and pseudo-
range noise is shown in Fig. 4.
From Figs. 3 and 4, it is apparent that all the MP2

were significantly larger than the MP1, indicating that

1 Pseudo-range (P1) noise of four types of receiver. For each plot, the horizontal axis represents the satellite elevation angle

(units: degrees), and the vertical axis represents the corresponding noise (units: metre)
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the observation noise in P2 was obviously greater than
that in P1, especially when the satellite dropped to a low
elevation. Unlike the computational examples in
Pseudo-range noise of different types of receivers Sec-
tion, the pseudo-range noise in this example was highly
correlated with satellite elevation, meaning that its noise
curve can be represented by a sine or cosine function

over the entire arc. The calculated RMS errors of MP1
and MP2 were 0.367 and 1.622 m, respectively.
Obviously, these results indicate that the assumption

that observations have the same accuracy at different
frequencies is not realistic. This is particularly true
for the cross-correlation type of receiver because anti-
spoofing generally makes the observation accuracy at
frequency L2 lower than at L1.

Pseudo-range noise under other abnormal
conditions
The accuracy of GPS observations can be affected by
other factors. Figure 5 presents the distribution of
pseudo-range noise arranged by satellite elevation for
frequencies L1 and L2. The data were acquired at IGS
stations ALIC and ALGO on day of year (doy) 46 in
2010. To highlight the abnormality of the pseudo-range
noise even at high satellite elevation, only satellite
elevations from 30u to 90u are shown.

As shown in Fig. 5, the P1 observation noise of sat-
ellite G01 at ALIC station was obviously greater than
that of the other satellites, and the value of MP1
remained large even when the satellite elevation was
w60u. Meanwhile, at the ALGO station, the MP2 for
several GPS satellites (such as G03, G18, and G21)
became clearly abnormal, with various spikes randomly
appearing during both rising and declining periods.
Because the observation abnormalities corresponded to
different satellites at the two stations, the possibility of
problems with the satellites can be excluded. Further
analysis revealed that the time-series pattern of the
pseudo-range noise at these two stations was similar to
that shown in Fig. 5. Work conducted by the Geoscience
Australia attributes the decline in the data quality at the
ALIC station to the aging and erosion of the hardware
in the receiver stations (IGSSTATION-3728, 2010).
Although Natural Resources Canada (NRC) has not
provided an explanation for the decline in data quality
for the stations, they assumed that this phenomenon was
perhaps linked to the receiver channel because the
abnormality occurred only on certain satellites (IGSS-
TATION-3860, 2010).
High-voltage radiation and electromagnetic inter-

ference (EMI) can also contribute to accuracy decline in
GPS observations. For instance, ionosphere scintillation
can affect pseudo-range noise, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The horizontal axis represents UTC; the vertical axis

2 Time series of pseudo-range (P1) noise of all satellites at

NKLG

3 Time series of pseudo-range (P2) noise of all satellites at

NKLG

4 Comparison of pseudo-range noise at different frequencies (NKLG station). For each plot, the horizontal axis represents the

satellite elevation (units: degrees), and the vertical axis represents the corresponding noise (units: metre)
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represents pseudo-range noise with pseudo-random
noise (PRN) for all satellites. The distance between two
adjacent scale markers represents 1 m. To eliminate the
influence caused by satellite elevation, MP1 and MP2
were projected to the zenith direction using a sine or

cosine function. In this way, pseudo-range noise for all
satellites in the zenith direction could be obtained.
Figures 6 and 7 show that using a sine or cosine

function can capture the stochastic characteristics of
pseudo-range noise as a function of satellite elevation
during the quiet period of the ionosphere (before UTC
17:00:00), and that afterwards the noise obtained from
the zenith direction basically reflects the real level of
pseudo-range noise. Noise levels for all satellites were
consistent overall as well. However, when ionosphere
scintillations were present (UTC 17:00:00–22:00:00), the
variance among the pseudo-range noise from different
satellites was large. If the pseudo-range noise of satel-
lites, which pass through the ionosphere’s scintillating
part, was fluctuating markedly, such as for G08, G13,
G20, G27, and G28, their MP1 and MP2 were far larger
than during the quiet period, whereas the pseudo-range
noise of other satellites remained the same during both
quiet and scintillation periods in the ionosphere.
In summary, observation noise varies with a number

of factors, such as receiver type, frequency, and
environment. Observation noise should therefore be
carefully modelled rather than given simple empirical
values.

Real-time estimation method for
pseudo-range noise
This section first describes the development of an
adaptive stochastic model. Afterwards, positioning tests
conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method are outlined.

Basic models
A linear combination that can be used to determine the
code noise is the so-called code-minus-phase (De Bakker
et al., 2012; De Bakker et al., 2009).

P1 2 L1 ¼ 2I1 2 l1N1 þM1 2m1 ð1Þ
P2 2 L2 ¼ 2I2 2 l2N2 þM2 2m2 ð2Þ

where Pi and Li represent the GPS pseudo-range
observation and phase observation at frequency
i (i ¼ 1, 2), respectively; Ii is the ionospheric delay;
l represents the wavelength of the carrier phase;
N represents carrier-phase ambiguity; and M and m
represent pseudo-range observation noise and phase

5 Relation between satellite elevation angle and pseudo-range noise at the ALIC and ALGO stations. For each plot, the

horizontal axis represents the satellite elevation angle (units: degrees), and the vertical axis represents the corresponding

noise (units: metre)

6 Time series of pseudo-range (P1) noise for all satellites in

the zenith direction at the MALI station

7 Time series of pseudo-range (P2) noise for all satellites in

the zenith direction at the MALI station
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observation noise, respectively, including observation
noise and multipath effects.
Since the ionospheric delay at the second frequency

can be expressed as

I2 ¼ aI1; a ¼ f 21

f 22
ð3Þ

Substituting equation (3) into equations (1) and (2)
yields

M1 ¼ P1 2 1þ 2

a2 1

� �
L1 þ 2

a2 1
L2 þ B1 ð4Þ

M2 ¼ P2 2
2a

a2 1
L1 þ 2a

a2 1
2 1

� �
L2 þ B2 ð5Þ

where

B1 ¼ 1þ 2

a2 1

� �
l1N1 2

2

a2 1
l2N2

þ 1þ 2

a2 1

� �
m1 2

2

a2 1
m2 ð6Þ

B2 ¼ 2a

a2 1
l1N1 2

2a

a2 1
2 1

� �
l2N2

þ 2a

a2 1
m1 2

2a

a2 1
2 1

� �
m2 ð7Þ

Assuming no observable cycle slip on the carrier phase,
and ignoring the observation noise of the carrier phases,
B1 and B2 can be regarded as constants. Therefore, M1
and M2 will also fluctuate around constants. A sliding
window method is used here to estimate the level of
pseudo-range noise in real time based on the time
sequence of M1 and M2.
Assuming that the size of the sliding window is n

(epoch number), the first step is to carry out some pre-
processing on the M sequence by subtracting the mean
value

M91 ¼ M12 , M1 . ð8Þ
M92 ¼ M22 , M2 . ð9Þ

where , M1. and , M2. are, respectively, the mean
value of M1 and M2 over a certain continuous arc. The
pseudo-range noise (MP1 and MP2) calculated earlier
using TEQC is actually M91 and M92 as defined in
equations (8) and (9).
On this basis, statistical analysis can be performed on

the M9 sequence to obtain the pseudo-range variance at
the current epoch

DðM9Þi ¼ 1

n2 1

Xn21

k¼0

ðM9i2kÞ2 ð10Þ

Note that the pseudo-range noise obtained from
equations (8) and (9) includes multipath effects, which
have periodicity. When the size of the sliding window n
is small, the pseudo-range variance obtained from Eq.
(10) varies significantly and has difficulty reflecting the
periodic influence caused by multipath effects. One sol-
ution is to increase the size of the sliding window, but
this can decrease the tracking sensitivity for pseudo-
range accuracy. To reflect the periodic characteristics of
multipath effects while maintaining sensitive tracking of
the time-varying characteristics of pseudo-range noise,
the size of the sliding window should be fixed in a range

of 5–10 min, and the ‘fading memory’ approach should
be used to replace the variance of pseudo-range
observations obtained in equation (10)

DðM9Þi ¼
Xn21

k¼0

bkðM9i2kÞ2=
Xn21

k¼0

bk ð11Þ

where b (0,b<1) is a fading factor, which can be
calculated by the following formula

bk ¼ 9

k þ 9
; 0 # k # n2 1 ð12Þ

Obviously, introduction of the fading factor will reduce
the contribution of earlier information when calculating
the instantaneous variance, which will then affect the
ability of the stochastic model to reflect the dynamic
impact of pseudo-range noise variations.

Positioning performance and discussion
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
precise point positioning (PPP) was performed with two
different schemes using the same data as in Analysis of
the stochastic characteristics of observation noise Sec-
tion (for NKLG and ALIC).
In Scheme 1, the pseudo-range noise was assumed to

be the same at both frequencies. The unit weight mean
error was fixed as 0.3 m. Then the observation stochastic
model weighted by satellite elevation was used to
determine the variance matrix of the pseudo-range
observations. Finally, the fixed pseudo-range to phase
ratio (100 : 1) was used to determine the variance matrix
of the phase observations.
In Scheme 2, the adaptive stochastic model was used

to determine the variance matrix of the dual-frequency
pseudo-range observations; the variance of the carrier-
phase observations was determined in the same way as in
Scheme 1.
The ionosphere-free carrier phase as well as pseudo-

range observations were simultaneously processed
(Kouba and Héroux, 2001). The elevation cutoff angle
was set to 10u. Precise GPS satellite ephemeris and clock
products provided by IGS were used to remove the sat-
ellite orbit and clock errors (Dow et al., 2009).
Tropospheric delays of the dry component were corrected
by Saastamonien model, while the zenith wet tropo-
spheric delays were estimated as random walk process.
Receiver coordinates as well as receiver clock biases were
modelled as white noise process in kinematic PPP, while
the carrier-phase ambiguities were assumed to be con-
stants in a continuous arc if no cycle slip occurs. The
positioning results were compared with the IGS weekly
published coordinates. In general, the reference coordi-
nates have an accuracy of few millimetres.
Figure 8 shows the positioning results at the NKLG

station using the two schemes during UTC 0:00–18:00.
E1, N1, and U1 represent the positioning bias in the
East, north, and vertical directions in Scheme 1; E2, N2,
and U2 represent these biases in Scheme 2.
The positioning bias at the NKLG station shown in

Fig. 8 indicates that the positioning accuracy of Scheme
1 was worse than that of Scheme 2, with a longer con-
vergence time. This is particularly pronounced for the
first few hours in the upward direction. Moreover,
an obvious fluctuation of the positioning bias in the
Eastward direction could be observed during

Zheng and Guo Adaptive stochastic model for GPS observations
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the whole period. This is reasonable because the prior
stochastic model in Scheme 1 may be inappropriate
because it overestimates the errors for the ionosphere-
free combined observations. In Scheme 2, the adaptive
pseudo-range noise estimation method was used to track
the time-varying characteristics of pseudo-range noise at
different frequencies in real time. Consequently, the
stochastic characteristics of observation noise can be
described more accurately. As a result, more reasonable
prior variances can be used for PPP, so that positioning
accuracy and convergence speed can be greatly
improved.

Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the positioning results for the
ALIC station using the two schemes during UTC 9:00–
15:00. Figure 10 shows the elevation angle variation for
all satellites. The dotted blue line reflects the elevation
variation of Satellite G01; the other satellites are not
distinguished. It is worth mentioning that only a specific
period rather than thewhole session of solutions are given
in Figs. 9 and 10 for the sake of convenience. Therefore,
no convergence procedure can be observed in Fig. 9.
As shown in Fig. 9, the positioning performance of

Scheme 2 was more accurate than that of Scheme 1,
especially when the elevation of satellite G01 was

8 Positioning bias at NKLG in the East (E), north (N), and upward (U) directions using the two schemes described here

9 Positioning bias at ALIC using the two schemes
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high enough. This is reasonable considering that the
abnormal G01 satellite data decreased the positioning
accuracy of Scheme 1, particularly when the satellite
rose to a high elevation angle. More importantly, the
elevation angle of satellite G01 was higher than that of
any other satellite during UTC 10:30–11:30, as shown in
Fig. 10. Therefore, when Scheme 1 was used to develop
the stochastic model, satellite G01 with the abnormality
was assigned the smallest variance. In other words,
satellite G01 played a greater role than the other satel-
lites in positioning. During UTC 12:00–13:00, although
the elevation angle of satellite G01 was not the highest,
the position accuracy loss caused by the observation
abnormality was still serious. From the perspective of
external reliability, if this kind of abnormality has not
been correctly detected, it will decrease the ability of the
positioning system to overcome possible model errors
and will influence the precision of parameter estimates.
In addition to the abnormal data, datasets retrieved

from*20globally distributed IGSstationswereprocessed
using the above two schemes. Results show that most
solutions of the two different schemes agree well with each
other. In other words, the proposedmethod also applies to
the normal GPS data without sacrificing the positioning
accuracy. This is reasonable when we acknowledge the
following two facts: on the one hand, the quality of most
IGSdata is good and thus the positioning accuracywill not
be seriously degraded; on the other hand, the final esti-
mates mainly depend on the carrier-phase observations if
the pseudo-ranges are not polluted. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the positioning results are not presented herein
since no significant improvement can be observed.

Conclusions
In this paper, the stochastic characteristics of GPS
pseudo-range noise have been analysed, demonstrating
that the noise level of GPS observations is significantly
affected by various factors. Hence, it is not appropriate
to use a single empirical model to describe GPS obser-
vation errors under all observing conditions.
An adaptive stochastic model, which estimates pseudo-
range noise with sliding windows, has been developed to
construct a more appropriate stochastic model.

Experimental results showed that compared to the tra-
ditional stochastic model, the new method can describe
the stochastic characteristics of GPS observation noise
more accurately. Therefore, this method can signifi-
cantly improve positioning accuracy and convergence
performance.
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